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YOUR KEY TO EFFECTIVE ENERGY 
ISOLATION PROGRAMS
Brady’s selection of Lockout products help to facilitate an 
effective Energy Isolation Program that can prevent potentially 
fatal injuries in your workplace. Our range of lockout products 
start off by helping you with the basics - like planning, writing, 
training and implementing lockout procedures. 
Our customisable LockoutPro™ Procedure Writing software 
takes you through a step-by-step process of writing your own 
workplace lockout procedure offering a choice of standard 
templates. Team devices with informative lockout tags and 
Brady Safety Plus™ padlocks and you’re well on the way to 
controlling hazardous energy in your workplace.
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WHY LOCKOUT TAGOUT?
Every year countless workers are killed or injured due to the unintentional release of hazardous energy sources. Numerous incidents 
could have been prevented with a clearly documented Lockout Tagout procedure.

Effective Lockout procedures can dramatically increase your company’s productivity by making Lockout activities more efficient. 
Your procedures serve as a checklist that allows workers to quickly move through the steps without confusion or mistakes, reducing 
downtime and damage to machinery.

LOCKOUT TAGOUT IS YOUR KEY TO SAFETY
Key benefits of an effective Lockout Tagout program include:

Improved Productivity - Through Reduction of Equipment Downtime 

Saves Lives - Reduces Injuries and Lost Work Days 

Cost Savings - Lower Insurance Premiums

Best Practice - Being Adopted Across Various Industries

AN EFFECTIVE ENERGY ISOLATION PROGRAM IS A FOUR-STEP PROCESS:

Hazard analysis to determine the type and 
magnitude of hazardous energy associated with 
each piece of equipment

1

Identification of steps necessary to isolate that 
energy and lock out the relevant control points2

Documentation of the correct steps to isolate 
and lock out energy3

Employee training and periodic procedure 
review/updates4
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EFFECTIVE ENERGY ISOLATION PROGRAMS

Using correct Lockout tools and devices is critical to the success of your program implementation. 

When selecting your devices two questions should be asked:

1. How many employees are involved in the procedure? 
2. What is the energy source (electrical, valve etc)?

Brady’s selection of Lockout products help to facilitate an effective Energy Isolation Program that can prevent potentially fatal injuries 
in your workplace.

LOCKOUT TAGOUT IS YOUR KEY TO SAFETY
Key benefits of an effective Lockout Tagout program include:

Cost Savings - Lower Insurance Premiums

Best Practice - Being Adopted Across Various Industries

For Lockout situations where up to six employees are involved in 
the process, hasps are an effective device whereby all personnel can 
be occupied in maintenance activities simultaneously. Non-conductive, 
stainless steel and vinyl coated hasps are widely used in mining 
applications.

 
See pages 289-291.

Valve & Cable Lockout devices enable you to isolate various energy 
sources, when used in conjunction with padlocks. Brady’s extensive range 
of devices enables you to select and use the most appropriate tools for 
your procedure, in accordance with your specific application.

See pages 282, 285-288.

In all Lockout procedures an employee or maintenance team doing the 
servicing must have exclusive control of the lockout devices and 
padlocks.

Studies have shown that an effective Lockout Tagout can reduce 
accidents by up to 50%. Some insurance companies even offer lower 
premiums to companies with demonstrated, effective Lockout programs.
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